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FLOODS IN SANG-CHARAK KILLS 3 PERSONS, A NUMBER OF ANIMALS

SHIRikuAH, April 26.-Recent floods in Sang-charak in the province of Faryab have claimed three lives and many head of cattle.

A report from Sang-charak stated that three persons were killed and a great number of cattle and other farm animals were lost.

HOME NEWS IN BRIEF

KABUL, April 26.-Afghanistan has been extensively struck by floods in the past three years from 1986 to 1988.

KABUL, April 26.-A meeting of the National Assembly was held today in which a vote of confidence was passed in the Government.

KABUL, April 26.-The Ministry of Education has announced that schools will reopen on May 1.

Free Exchange Rates At Da Afghanistan Bank

KABUL, April 25.-The following are the free exchange rates at Da Afghanistan Bank as of April 25:

- U.S. Dollar: 0.05 Afghanis
- Indian Rupee: 0.10 Afghanis

NEW U.A.R.

Egypt, April 25.—A joint Egyptian-Arab commission has been established to regulate the flow of water from the Nile River.

The agreement was signed by Egyptian Foreign Minister Youssef Ishak and the Arab League's representative, Governor Mutawakel al-Sabri.

ADYTS.

NATIONS ATTEND CONFERENCE

KABUL, April 26.—Representatives of 22 countries have attended a conference in Kabul called to discuss the situation in Afghanistan.

The conference was held under the auspices of the United Nations and was attended by delegates from many countries.

KABUL, April 26.—The government has decided to extend the deadline for the payment of taxes to the end of the month.

The decision was made in response to requests from the private sector.

WIDESPREAD ARRESTS FEARED IN OCCUPIED PAKISTAN

KABUL, April 26.—A report from Pakistan in occupied areas indicates that widespread arrests may be anticipated.

The report adds that widespread arrests have already taken place in the occupied areas.

 eye witness account of battle in laos; kong lue regains hope for holding position

KABUL, April 26.—A report from Laos indicates that Kong Lue has regained hope for holding position.

The report adds that Kong Lue has regained hope for holding position.
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INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

The following is a part of a statement by Mr. Hari Prasad Chaudhury, India's Under-Secretary at the Indian Mission in the United Nations, on the world economic situation.

"The world economic situation is steadily improving. The establishment of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, the adoption of the General Assembly's resolution on the establishment of the Committee on Trade and Development, and the General Assembly's decision to adopt the draft inter-American declaration on economic co-operation are all significant steps in this direction.

The developments in the international economic field are reflected in the recommendations of the Committee on Trade and Development, which include the introduction of a general trade policy, the establishment of a permanent committee for the study of international trade, and the establishment of a fund for the promotion of international trade.

The recommendations of the Committee on Trade and Development are based on the principles of the United Nations charter and on the principles of the General Assembly's resolution on the establishment of the Committee on Trade and Development.

The proposals of the Committee on Trade and Development are likely to be taken up by the General Assembly in its plenary session. In this regard, it is important to stress that the proposals of the Committee on Trade and Development are not only important for the economic development of the United Nations, but also for the economic development of the world as a whole.

The establishment of the United Nations Economic and Social Council is an important step towards the establishment of a world economic system.
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No Middle Way Between War And Peace
Khrushchev Blames West For Not Reducing World Tension

Sovanna Phouma Announces Temporary Truce In Laos Neutralist Leader Optimistic On Outcome

VIENTIANE, April 24.—Premier Sovanna Phouma has given his government authority to negotiate a temporary truce with the communist National Front in Laos.

The announcement was made in a radio broadcast late last night. Sovanna said his government was prepared to suspend hostilities in order to bring peace to the land. The announcement was made following a series of meetings with Foreign Minister Phonthivong and Foreign Secretary Ramot as well as with Premier Phouma himself.

The temporary truce would be seen as a step towards a lasting peace, Sovanna said, and would be a signal to the world that Laos is ready to make sacrifices for the greater good.

World Parliamentarians' World Women Delegates Leads For Tehran

KABUL, April 25.—A delegation of women parliamentarians from around the world has arrived in Tehran to lend their support to the struggle against the regime of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

The delegation was led by Miss Phyllis Schlafly, a prominent American conservative and a fierce opponent of women's rights. The delegation also included representatives from Canada, Mexico, and several other countries.

The women parliamentarians said they were inspired by the courage of the people of Iran, and vowed to use their position to put pressure on the regime to change its policies.

KING HUSSEIN DISSOLVES PARLIAMENT AND APPOINTS NEW PREMIER SITUATION IN JORDAN TENSE

AMMAN, April 24.—Twenty-eight-year-old King Hussein has dissolved his government and appointed a new prime minister, Dr. Ali Husein, in a bid to stabilize the political situation in Jordan.

According to reports, the move was prompted by ongoing unrest and protests against the government's policies.

Dr. Ali Husein, a former general in the Jordanian army, has been appointed as the new prime minister.

Dear Reader,

China has no desire to launch fresh attack on India, writes People's Daily.

China has no desire to launch fresh attack on India, writes People's Daily.

In the article, the newspaper said that the Chinese government is committed to peace and stability in the region.

"We have no desire to launch any fresh attack on India," the article quoted Chinese Foreign Minister as saying. "We believe that through peaceful means and dialogue, we can resolve any differences with India and maintain regional peace and stability."